THE MSU POLICE WANT YOU TO BE IN THE KNOW AND TO MAKE GOOD CHOICES...

- **LOCK YOUR DOOR** when you leave your apartment/room or are sleeping.
- At night, **WALK IN GROUPS**, use the **BUDDY SYSTEM, STATE WALK** or **CATA**.
- Remember **YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR YOUR GUESTS**. Don’t sign in anyone you don’t know.
- **REPORT** all suspicious person(s), and/or activities and crime promptly to the police.
- **REGISTER** and **LOCK YOUR BIKE**, permits are free and valid for 4 years. Use a **U-LOCK** and secure the frame and front tire to the bike rack.
- Participate in **OPERATION IDENTIFICATION**; engrave your valuables and record all identifying numbers such as serial numbers.
- **NEVER** leave your valuables such as book bags, laptops and cell phones unattended.
- **AS A PEDESTRIAN**, you are required to obey all signals and non-signal crosswalks. **IT’S THE LAW!**
- **AS A BICYCLIST**, you are required to ride on bike paths or the right side of the roadway and obey all traffic laws that apply. **IT’S THE LAW!**
- **AS A DRIVER**, it is a crime to operate a vehicle with a .08 or greater BAC, .02 BAC or greater if under 21, any impairment or any amount of a Schedule 1 narcotic. Designate a sober driver before drinking alcohol, use safe alternative transportation or stay at a safe location. **DRUNK/DRUGGED DRIVING IS A COSTLY CRIME.**
- **AS A PERSON UNDER 21**, it is illegal to purchase, furnish, possess and/or consume alcohol. **MINOR IN POSESESSION OF ALCOHOL (MIP) IS A CRIME**

This flyer is sponsored by your MSU Police Community Team Officers